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teen small steamers, twelve tugs and forty seven barges, which
gave a maximum daily delivery of a hundred and seventy-
five tons for all services—and this organisation was to expand
to serve two more divisions! The factors of time, space and
administration were not properly appreciated; General Nixon's
strategy after the failure at Ctesiphon was purely opportunist.
First, the vital decision to stand at Knt—a matter on which
the safety of the whole force depended—was left to a sub-
ordinate commander, General Townshend. General Town-
shend himself was not consistent; he wished to remain at Kut
because his troops were tired, then he wished to retire
as soon as they were rested. The General Staff in
India favoured withdrawal — with excellent reason —
but they shelved the responsibility and left it to General
Nixon, whom they knew to be obsessed with the idea of
another offensive. General Nixon, in turn, left it to General
Townshend, who made a last effort to come away—then
accepted his responsibility as G.O.C. in Chief and stopped
the withdrawal.
It is a lamentable example of lack of strategical foresight
and of the danger of considering a military problem from one
aspect only—the fighting aspect. Sound strategical principles
•were neglected because of the fatal political attraction of
Baghdad, and of the fancied necessity for upholding prestige
by refusing to give up ground. These factors were allowed
to outweigh the facts that it was physically impossible to
maintain a large-scale offensive until the whole campaign
in Mesopotamia had been completely reorganised; that to
seek to bolster up prestige by risking the whole of General
Townshend's division three hundred miles from its base was
radically unsound; that it might have been possible definitely
to decide to withdraw the 6th Division on the 4th December,
after it was rested, and to have evacuated at least a reason-
able proportion of essential military stores. As it was, by
the 7th December General Townshend was shut up in Kut;
reinforcements were slowly approaching, piecemeal, without
proper organisation or staffs; nothing effective was being
done to help General Nixon in his administrative difficulties.
In the telegram to General Townshend, informing him
of his final decision, General Nixon said, " So long as you
" remain at Kut . . . you. are fulfilling the duties of a detaeh-
"ment by holding up superior numbers."
It was a detachment which was to prove infinitely more
costly to the British Empire than to the enemy.

